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We are a company, leader in design and 
quality inside the national market,
dedicated to the manufacturing and 
marketing of vehicles for Passenger 
transport.

Our main goal is customer satisfaction, 
through the continuous development and
innovation of our products.

01.
COMPANY



02.
HISTORY

Our beginnings date back to 1989, when Fernando Ugarte, with his idea of
producing bodywork for passengers transportation under chassis of different
brands,  created “Autobus S.A”.

Their first property was located in Pompey neighborhood with a 1700 m2 of
Surface capacity. In that same place, in 1990, the company started to 
manufacture bodywork and in the end of that year, the signature started to 
develop their product under UGARTE Brand, with a bigger product 
optimization.

Due to the high trust of the product in the market, in 1998, the company 
started an expansion process, reforming an important property located in 
Juan Bautista Alberdi Av., n°7334, in Mataderos neighborhood that, actually, is 
used for the production of special and half-distance units.



Third expansion
Added a 12,000 m2 of 

space where it is 
producing the Urban 

vehicle line.

First expansion
To a 5000 m2 property 

for special and 
half-distance units.

1989

1990

1998

2013

2018

2024

Autobús S.A. 
foundation

Starts the 
manufacture of 
different chassis 

Brands.

Carrocerías Ugarte 
foundation

1700 m2 of Surface 
capacity, with a 
bigger product 

optimization.

Second expansion
Added to the actual 
production, there is 
3000 m2 of space.

Continuous growth
With two industrial 

properties of 19,000 m2, 
Carrocerías Ugarte 

continues to expand
its market.



EMPLOYEES.

MORE THAN 

150



A YEAR.

We produce more than 

550 BU
SE

S

MORE THAN 

400.000
 ORIGINAL REPLACEMENTS



Mataderos . 7.000 m²

Vehicles manufacturing, 
specials and 

half-distance.

La Matanza . 12.000 m²

Manufacturing Urban’s rear and 
front engine vehicles.

FACTORIES

WE HAVE

TWO



03.
THE PRESENT

With our team designers and thanks to the 
latest tool incorporation technologies, we 
have elaborated avant-garde models for 
simple urban, articulated, half-long, and 
special-distance transport.

We have replacements for more than four 
thousand products, which makes us 
experts at attending to every need.



THE PRESENT.
Chassis principals providers. 



THE PRESENT.
Productions factories. 

Av. Monseñor Bufano 5052, La Matanza. 

Mataderos 7.000 m² La Matanza 12.000 m²

Saladillo 2060, Mataderos.



04.
RANGE

We perform sales and after-sales all over 
Argentina. Having the followings
provinces as the main beneficiaries:

Neuquén, Río Negro, Córdoba, San Juan, 
Mendoza, Tucumán, Santiago del Estero,
Chaco, Misiones, Jujuy, Salta, Buenos Aires, 
Santa Fe, Entre Ríos, and Catamarca,
among others.



05.
QUALITY

Pre Delivery Inspection: Unit exhaustive inspection that 
guarantees a vehicle in optimal mechanical and 

operational conditions.

QUALITY CONTROL, STAGE BY STAGE.
During each stage of the process, each 
instance has strict quality control. In the last
part of the process, we can count on the PDI, 
where each chassis mechanical component 
is being verified as the composition of the 
union between the bodywork and the 
engine.



06.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

During 2023, we obtained acknowledgment in 
the contest “Sello del Buen Diseño”,
rewarding two of our own product designs: the 
driver’s cabin and the skylight.

Our main goal is to keep working on constant 
development and innovation, as well as
customer satisfaction.



07.
FUTURE PROJECTS
UGARTE OFF ROAD
Products to be used in mining. 
Passengers are being transported 
off-road.

UGARTE INTERNATIONAL
Exporting the final product to the 
region is our 2024 goal. Quality and 
our history support us.
 

UGARTE LONG DISTANCE
Intensify the long distance 
production to promote the internal 
market and export to the region.



08.
CONCLUSION

In Ugarte Bus we give the chance to the 
customer to configure their units 
according to their needs, Also, we are in 
charge of attending other things such as 
the unit configuration, the inside of the 
vehicle, colors, upholstered, among others, 
as custom details.
We know that the quality control stage by 
stage differentiate us.
We work day after day to put our national 
product at the top.
When you think in QUALITY, you think in 
UGARTE.

WE BUILD BUSES AND GIVE 
YOU SOLUTIONS.



       +54 9 11 5703 1379 .          postventa@autobusugarte.com.ar
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